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Boosting healthier choices
ThomasRouyard and colleagues discuss use of the boosting approach as an alternative to nudging in
developing non-coercive interventions to promote health

Thomas Rouyard, 1 Bart Engelen, 2 Andrew Papanikitas, 3 Ryota Nakamura1

The idea of using nudges to change behaviour,
introduced by Thaler and Sunstein in 2008,1 sparked
great enthusiasm in policy making communities,
including those promoting public health.2 Nudges
are interventions designed to steer people towards
better choices through subtle changes to their
environment, such as making unhealthy food less
accessible in cafeterias to promote a healthier diet.
They can promote behaviour change without using
regulations (such as bans) or financial incentives
(such as taxes), making them particularly appealing
to policy makers. A decade on, many governments
and international organisations have established
“nudge units” or have developed such behavioural
influencing policies.

Yet, despite generating considerable attention, the
effects of nudges on health related behaviours are
not always clear.3 -5 While nudges are quite good at
motivating one-off behaviours such as getting
vaccinated6 or attending ahealth check,7 their effects
on more complex, continuing behaviours such as
self-management of chronic conditions4 remain
unclear. In addition, long term studies are still
lacking for many nudging techniques,4 5 8 and new
evidence suggests that some nudges may not be as
effective as originally thought when implemented
outside experimental settings.9

Nudges are said to be rooted in libertarian
paternalism—a framework conceived to improve
people’s wellbeing while preserving their freedom of
choice.1 However, critics have challenged these
claims, arguing that nudges can undermine liberty10

and autonomy,11 generating heated debate around
their legitimacy.10 -15 Alternative approaches to
behavioural policy and interventions have been
proposed,16 some of which avoid these ethical
concerns. One such approach potentially well suited
to health promotion is called boosting. It was
conceptualised byphilosopher Till Grüne-Yanoff and
psychologist Ralph Hertwig17 on the premise that
human decision making is at odds with some of the
assumptions underpinning the nudging approach.

What are boosts?
Just like nudges, boosts are interventions aimed at
influencingpeople’s decisionswithout coercing them
or changing their economic incentives. However,
while nudges do so by subtly changing the choice
environment, boosts equip people with skills or tools
to make better choices themselves.

Take, for example, people with yearly gym
memberships who fail to exercise regularly despite
genuinely wanting to do so.18 This apparent conflict
between inner values and actual choices, which can
incur economic and health costs, can be explained
by a common tendency to overvalue immediate
rewards (such as watching television instead of
exercising) compared with future, bigger rewards
(such as reaching a healthy weight). While there is
still uncertainty around what causes this tendency,
similar patterns occur when people want and need
to follow diets, take medication, and undergo
screening.19

The boosting approach assumes that, in many cases,
people can learn to detect and overcome these
cognitive errors, thereby over-ruling seemingly
irrational choices.20 For example, teaching people
temptation bundling strategies can boost their
self-control and increase gym attendance.21 These
strategies consist of simultaneously pairing a
behaviour that provides delayed rewards (such as
exercise) with a pleasurable indulgence (such as
watching television), so the former becomes more
instantly gratifying.

Boosts can target people’s skills directly, as in the
previous example, or target the environments in
which people make choices. For instance, using fact
boxes22 to communicate the benefits and harms of a
treatment can lead to better informed treatment
choices without requiring people to acquire any new
skill.23 24 Fact boxes simplify the choice environment
by providing information in formats better suited to
human reasoning, such as natural frequencies (5 out
of 1000people experienceX) rather thanprobabilities
(the risk of experiencing X is 0.5%),25 thereby
boosting people’s capacity to process complex
information (fig 1).
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Fig 1 | Fact box communicating the benefits and harms of HPV vaccination26

These examples highlight a key difference between boosting and
education. By equipping people with simple decision strategies or
providing information in a way that improves their decision making
capacities, boosts are typically less effort and more effective than
teaching universal skills, the focus of traditional education.17 20

Boosts targeting decision making specific to a single choice
environment (choosing a treatment using a fact box) are considered
short term,whereas those targeting skills applicable across various
relevant environments (temptation bundling for different
motivational deficits) are considered long term (table 1).20
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Table 1 | Examples of long and short term boost interventions related to health

Boost interventionTarget populationTarget skills

Long term boosts

“Temptation bundling”—ie, simultaneously pairing a behaviour
that provides delayed rewards (such as exercise) with a

pleasurable indulgence (such as watching a TV series), so the
former becomes more instantly gratifying21

People wanting to exercise regularly but failing to do soSelf-control

Meditation techniques to help control nicotine cravings27Smokers wanting to quit

Teaching intuitive decision strategies based on meal colour
variety to facilitate healthy food choices28

General publicProcessing complex information

Short term boosts

Fact boxes to communicate treatment benefits and harms23-25Patients choosing between treatment optionsHealth literacy

Collective intelligence rules: simple decision rules derived from
the pooled judgments of multiple doctors29

Doctors assessing patients with suspected cancerAccurate diagnosis

Experience based information formats30: user friendly
simulators allowing people to explore the likelihoods of possible
outcomes associated with particular behaviours (such as risk
of breast cancer associated with drinking alcohol)

Patients receiving information about risk (such as risk of breast
cancer)

Accurate perception of risk

“Fast-and-frugal” decision trees: simple decision aids that limit
the number of questions or frame choices intuitively and

memorably31

People deciding whether they should self-isolate during the
covid-19 pandemic

Processing complex information

How do boosts differ from nudges?
Both nudges and boosts address seemingly irrational decisions
resulting from human reasoning and both build on psychological
and behavioural insights. In fact, some interventions, such as
putting nutrition labels on the front of packaging—arguably qualify
as bothnudges andboosts.20 However, the two types of intervention
typically work in different ways. Unlike boosts, nudges redesign so
called choice architecture and create environments that harness
people’s cognitive or motivational deficiencies to prompt choices
in largely non-conscious ways. For example, switching from an
opt-in to an opt-out policy for organ donation relies on people’s

tendency to prefer inaction over action (status quo bias), resulting
in higher rates of organ donor registrations.32

To illustrate the difference, think of interventions to reduce smoking
rates. A nudge could consist of reducing the visibility of tobacco
products in stores to mitigate the effect of smokers’ “attentional
bias” for tobacco related cues.33 This strategy is both libertarian
(smokers can still buy tobacco) and paternalistic (the environment
is modified to prompt them not to buy tobacco). Alternatively, a
boost strategy could consist of teaching smokers meditation
techniques that increase self-control over nicotine cravings.27Table
2 provides further examples.

Table 2 | Boost and nudge interventions targeting similar health related choices

Nudge interventionBoost interventionChoice

Using motivational signs to prompt stair useTemptation bundling strategies to enhance self-control abilities
through the pairing of exercise with a pleasurable indulgence

Exercising

Rearranging food items at cafeterias to make healthy food easier
to choose

Intuitive decision strategies based on colour variety in meals
to facilitate healthy food choices

Diet

Framing risk information to make it more impactfulFact boxes to boost processing of complex information and
facilitate decision making

Cancer screening

Reducing the visibility of tobacco products in shops to mitigate
smokers’ attentional bias

Meditation techniques to enhance self-control over nicotine
cravings

Smoking

The differences in design between nudges and boosts reflect
differing interpretation of people’s decision making processes.17
Proponents of boosts think that people’s poor choices result from
a misuse of their inner decision making toolbox—for example,
because of confusing information—and assume that people can
often learn new skills or use adapted tools enabling them to
overcome these problems. Conversely, for proponents of nudges,
poor choices result from cognitive deficiencies that occur
systematically because of the way human cognition works. People
will never be free from these deficiencies, but nudges can be
designed to harness them to promote better outcomes.17

Why do conceptual differences matter?
Conceptual differences betweenboosts andnudgesmatter because
they have different ethical implications. Nudges do not require
people to be aware of the intervention, which can raise concerns
about autonomy and consent. Boosts, by contrast, require a
minimum of motivation and cooperation.

Consider, for example, a health professional who wants to motivate
a patient to exercise by communicating their risk of a heart attack.
A boost might provide brief statistical literacy training to enhance
the patient’s understanding of probability, so that they can make
better informed lifestyle choices.34 Anudge, however,might present
risk information in a way that is more likely to trigger behaviour
change automatically (eg, using relative not absolute risks35 or
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emotionally charged images36). While the nudge uses unconscious
factors to influence choices, arguably threatening the patient’s
autonomy,11 the boost requires their active participation, thereby
avoiding such a charge.

Another problem is the criteria used to decide in which direction
people should be nudged. Nudge originators, Thaler and Sunstein,
argue that “it is legitimate for choice architects to try to influence
people’s behaviour in order to make their lives longer, healthier
and better.” Importantly, they indicate that the ultimate objective
is to “make choosers better off, as judged by themselves.”1 Without
this criterion, behaviour would be steered towards what nudgers
think best, making nudges no different from classic paternalistic
interventions.10 37

However, meeting this criterion assumes that nudgers can identify
people’s life goals and design nudges accordingly. This is arguable.
Preferences can vary across time and contexts. They can also vary
across people, implying that one-size-fits-all nudges cannot
realistically benefit everyone. 10 37 Even when a nudger is genuinely
benevolent their idea of benefit might differ from that of the nudge
recipient. And nudgers aren’t always benevolent, even in
healthcare—for example, clinicians nudging patients towards
treatments in which they have a vested interest.

Boosts, on the other hand, are relatively immune to such concerns.
They are designed to help people make better choices themselves.
Boost recipients are free to use their acquired new skills or not.
Knowledge of their life goals is not required, and differences in life
goals within and between individuals are irrelevant.

Nevertheless, boosts also have limitations, particularly for people
without the cognitive resources or motivation to learn and use new
skills. For example, boosts may primarily benefit health conscious
individuals who are willing and able to invest time and effort in
boosting a skill. These individualsmayalreadyhavehealthier habits
and higher socioeconomic status. Boosts may therefore worsen
(socioeconomic) inequalities in health. The fact that boosts promote
agency and maintain autonomy in ways that nudges often do not,
has thedownsideofmakingboostsmoredemandingandpotentially
less effective or equitable.

Boost, nudge, or both?
Empirical evidence on the relative benefits and harms of boosting
remains limited. The seminal paper was published only five years
ago,17 although someearlier interventionshave sincebeen classified
as boosts.23 27 38 While various boosts have been shown to promote
health related outcomes,21 23 27 28 effects may vary over time and
across target populations and behaviours.24 25 29 What matters in
the end is which interventions achieve enduring changes in
behaviour without violating widely held values such as autonomy
and agency.

Importantly, boosting shows promise in protecting people from the
detrimental effects of “unhealthy” nudges already present in the
environment (from fast food or gambling industries, for example).
Assuming that the boosted skills effectively overcome cognitive
biases, people may become less prone to malign nudges that rely
on such biases.39 However, by neutralising the biases that make
people susceptible to nudges, boosts may reduce the opportunity
for effectivenudgepolicies should theybe required (nudging always
leaves open the option for boosting, but not vice versa).39

The key challenge, then, is to determine the situations best suited
to boosting or nudging.Nuancedpolicymaking shouldnot consider
either of these behavioural policy tools a silver bullet, or
systematically prefer one over the other. More research is required

to explore benefits of both types of intervention in different settings
and populations, and also in the long term. In the meantime, boosts
should be considered a useful additional tool for both health policy
makers and clinicians.

Key messages

• The legitimacy of some health promoting nudges is subject to debate
and their effectiveness is not always clear

• Another approach to behavioural policy has recently been proposed,
known as boosting

• Boost interventions provide people with skills or tools to make better
choices themselves

• Unlike nudges, boosts do not threaten autonomy or agency but may
reduce equity

• Boosts should be considered when designing non-financial,
non-regulatory behavioural interventions
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